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3I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR) is a cornerstone of our current description of the physical world. It is
used to understand the flow of time in presence of gravity, the motion of bodies from satellites to galaxy clusters, the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in the presence of massive bodies, the generation and propagation of gravitational
waves, the evolution of stars, and of the Universe as a whole.
But there is a strong asymmetry between GR and the other interactions of the standard model of particle physics
(SM): the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. Whilst the latter couple to some specific property or
charge, gravitation is universally coupled, meaning that it couples in the same way to any mass/energy, which allows
a geometric description of gravitation as the effect of the curvature of space-time. The phenomenological manifestation
of this universal coupling is known as the Einstein Equivalence Principle (EEP), and is central to modern physics at
all scales.
The EEP is not a fundamental symmetry, like e.g. gauge invariance in the SM, but rather an experimental fact.
Einstein himself initially called it the hypothesis of equivalence before elevating it to a principle once it became clear
how central it was in the generalization of special relativity to include gravitation. And indeed, from a SM perspective
it is rather surprising that the EEP should be satisfied at all, let alone at the stringent uncertainties of present-day
tests. Furthermore, the difficulties in quantizing GR and in unifying it with the SM gives further indications that the
EEP must be violated at some level. For example, most attempts at unification theories involve additional fields, that
have no good reason to couple universally to the SM and thus would violate the EEP. Similarly, the unknown nature
of dark energy and dark matter postulated by modern cosmology and astronomy, is often “explained” by invoking
additional fields that permeate space-time. Again such fields would in general couple non-universally to the SM and
thus violate the EEP.
FIG. 1: In the presence of the Grand Duke, Galileo Galilei per-
forms the experiment of falling bodies from the Tower of Pisa.
Fresco by Luigi Catani, 1816 (Firenze, Palazzo Pitti, Quartiere
Borbonico o Nuovo Palatino, sala 15). Whilst the historical ve-
racity of this particular experiment is debatable, the fact that
Galileo was one of the first scientists to carry out UFF tests is
well established.
These considerations, detailed in the main text,
make experimental tests of the EEP one of the most
promising roads to discovering new physics beyond the
SM and GR. By doing so one may shed new light on
much of our present day understanding of the universe,
and in particular its main constituents, cold dark mat-
ter and dark energy, both of which we know nothing
about apart from their gravitational manifestations.
Additionally, diversifying the tests by using new forms
of test-masses e.g. atoms in quantum superpositions,
may give access to the interplay between the SM and
GR at the most fundamental level.
Exploring the extent to which the EEP is satisfied
is then the main subject of this white paper. Finding
a violation of the EEP would not only revolutionise
physics as a whole, but certainly also shed new light on
astrophysics and cosmology, in particular concerning
its dark components.
The history of experimental tests of the EEP dates
back at least as far as the 16th century and Galileo
Galilei. Since then, tremendous efforts have been car-
ried out to push laboratory tests to uncertainties as
low as parts in 10−13 when testing the universality of
free fall (UFF)1, the best known aspect of the EEP.
However, ground tests are ultimately limited by the
Earth’s gravitational environment, and future discov-
eries will come from space experiments, like the recent
MICROSCOPE experiment, which between 2016 and
2018 tested the UFF in space. First partial result ex-
cluded a violation of the EEP at the 10−14 level [1] whilst final results (expected later this year) will search for a
violation down to the low 10−15 region.
1 Tests of UFF are generally quantified by the Eo¨tvo¨s-ratio defined as η = 2(a1−a2)/(a1+a2) where a1,2 are the gravitational accelerations
of two test masses of different composition.
4Over the last years, many proposals for space-tests of UFF have been put forward, e.g. STEP [2], GG [3], POEM [4],
GAUGE [5], STE-QUEST [6, 7], and the future will certainly be built on these and the heritage of MICROSCOPE.
In the post-MICROSCOPE era, subject of this white paper, the aim will be to either confirm the discovery of a UFF
violation by MICROSCOPE at the low 10−15 level, and/or to explore further in terms of sensitivity and diversity of
test masses. The uncertainties aimed for will be ≤ 10−17, a leap in sensitivity by more than two orders of magnitude.
Two mission concepts that can achieve that goal are presented, one based on cold-atom technology following the
STE-QUEST proposal, the other based on an evolution of the MICROSCOPE technology. Both concepts are expected
to fit into the M-class envelope, or possibly smaller mission profiles. The mission scenarios are at this stage only
tentative, and feature low Earth orbits with drag-free technology as convincingly demonstrated by MICROSCOPE
and LISA-Pathfinder [8, 9].
The main technological challenges are discussed in the respective sections. Here we only point out the strong
technology development activities that have been ongoing over the last years, in particular in the context of cold atom
interferometry in microgravity through the QUANTUS, MAIUS projects [10, 11] in Germany and the ICE project
in France [12]. Additionally, recent theoretical and experimental results have allowed to strongly reduce some of the
main systematic effects in such experiments [13–15].
In summary, future space tests of the UFF, and more generally the EEP, are one of our best hopes for a major
discovery that will revolutionise not only fundamental physics, but also our understanding of the universe at all
scales and in particular the present day enigmas of dark energy and cold dark matter. Europe has a clear lead in
this field, through recent missions like MICROSCOPE [1] and LISA-Pathfinfder [8] that are unique in the history of
space-science, and through upcoming missions like ACES [16]. It is now time to build on that heritage and pave the
way towards the future, which may well lead to ground breaking new discoveries for mankind.
II. SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION
Our best knowledge of the physical Universe, at the deepest fundamental level, is based on two theories: Quantum
Mechanics (or, more precisely, Quantum Field Theory) and the classical theory of General Relativity.
Quantum Field Theory has been extremely successful in providing an understanding of the observed phenomena
of atomic, particle, and high energy physics and has allowed a coherent description of three of the four fundamental
interactions that are known to us: electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions (the fourth one being gravitation).
It has led to the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics that has been highly successful in interpreting most
observed particle phenomena, and has been strongly confirmed with the discovery at the LHC of the Higgs (or,
more precisely, Brout-Englert-Higgs) boson, which could in fact be viewed as the discovery of a fifth fundamental
interaction. Although open questions remain within the SM, it is clearly the most compelling model for fundamental
interactions at the microscopic level that we have at present.
On the other hand, Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (GR) is a cornerstone of our current description of the
physical world at macroscopic scales. It is used to understand the flow of time in the presence of gravity, the motion
of bodies from satellites to galaxy clusters, the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the vicinity of massive bodies,
the generation and propagation of gravitational waves, the evolution of stars, and the dynamics of the Universe as a
whole. It has most recently been confirmed by the direct detection in LIGO and Virgo of gravitational waves from
mergers of black holes or neutron stars. GR brilliantly accounts for all observed phenomena related to gravitation, in
particular all observations in the Earth’s environment, the Solar system, and on galactic and cosmological scales.
The assumed validity of GR at cosmological scales, and the fact that non-gravitational interactions are described
by the SM, together with a hypothesis of homogeneity and isotropy of cosmological solutions of these theories,
have led to the “concordance model” of cosmology, referred to as the Λ-CDM model, which is in agreement with
all present-day observations at large scales, notably the most recent observations of the anisotropies of the cosmic
microwave background by the Planck satellite [17]. However, important difficulties remain, in particular the necessary
introduction of dark energy, described by a cosmological constant Λ whose tiny measured value remains unexplained
so far, and of cold dark matter (CDM), made of some unknown, yet to be discovered, stable particle.
There is a potential conflict on the problem of dark matter between the concordance model of cosmology and
the SM. On the one hand, there is strong evidence [17] that 26.8 % of the mass-energy of the Universe is made of
non-baryonic dark matter particles, which should certainly be accounted for by some extension of the SM. On the
other hand, there is no clear indication of new physics beyond the SM which has been found at the LHC or elsewhere.
Although very successful so far, GR as well as numerous other alternative or more general theories of gravitation are
classical theories. As such, we expect that they are fundamentally incomplete, because they do not include quantum
effects. A theory solving this problem would represent a crucial step towards the unification of all fundamental forces
of Nature. Most physicists believe that GR and the SM are only low-energy approximations of a more fundamental
theory that remains to be discovered. Several concepts have been proposed and are currently under investigation
5(e.g., string theory, loop quantum gravity, extra spatial dimensions) to bridge this gap and most of them lead to tiny
violations of the basic principles of GR.
One of the most desirable attributes of that fundamental theory is the unification of the fundamental interactions
of Nature, i.e. a unified description of gravity and the three other fundamental interactions. Several attempts at for-
mulating such a theory have been made, but none of them is widely accepted and considered successful. Furthermore,
they make very few precise quantitative predictions that could be verified experimentally.
A central point in this field is, that most unification theories have in common a violation at some (a priori unknown)
level of one of the basic postulates of GR, which can be tested experimentally: the Einstein Equivalence Principle
(EEP). Let us emphasize that the EEP is not a fundamental symmetry of physics, contrary to e.g. the principle of
local gauge invariance in particle physics. Indeed, any new field introduced by an extension to the SM has no good
reason to be universally coupled to the SM fields, thus leading to an apparent violation of the EEP. An important
challenge is therefore to test the EEP with the best possible accuracy. This is then the main motivation of many
experiments in fundamental physics, both on Earth and in space.
Precision measurements are at the heart of the scientific method that, since Galileo’s time, is being used for
unveiling Nature and understanding its fundamental laws. The assumptions and predictions of GR can be challenged
by precision experiments on scales ranging from micrometers in the laboratory to the Solar System, in the latter case
using spacecrafts or the orbiting Earth, Moon and planets. Advances in precision and diversity of the measurements
leads to new discoveries and improved and diversified tests of the EEP. The implementation of tests with significantly
improved sensitivity obviously requires the use of state-of-the-art technology, and in case of satellite-based experiments
the challenge is to make such technology compatible with use in space, i.e. extremely robust, reliable, and automatized.
A. The Einstein Equivalence Principle
The foundations of gravitational theories and the equivalence principle have been clarified by many authors, in-
cluding Schiff [18], Dicke [19], Thorne, Lee & Lightman [20], and others. Following the book of Will [21] the EEP is
generally divided into three sub-principles: the Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP) also known as the Universality
of Free Fall (UFF), Local Lorentz Invariance (LLI), and Local Position Invariance (LPI). The EEP is satisfied if and
only if all three sub-principles are satisfied. Below we describe these three sub-principles:
1. WEP (or UFF) states that if any uncharged test body2 is placed at an initial event in space-time and given an
initial velocity there, then its subsequent trajectory will be independent of its internal structure and composition.
The most common test of WEP consists in measuring the relative acceleration of two test bodies of different
internal structure and composition freely falling in the same gravitational field. If WEP is satisfied, their
differential acceleration is zero;
2. LLI states that the outcome of any local non-gravitational test experiment is independent of the velocity and
orientation of the (freely falling) apparatus. Tests of LLI usually involve a local experiment (e.g. the comparison
of the frequency of two different types of clocks) whose velocity and/or orientation is varied in space-time. LLI
is verified if the result of the experiment is unaltered by that variation;
3. LPI states that the outcome of any local non-gravitational test experiment is independent of where and when
in the Universe it is performed. Tests of LPI usually involve a local experiment (e.g. the measurement of
a fundamental constant, or the comparison of two clocks based on different physical processes) at different
locations and/or times. In particular, varying the local gravitational potential allows for searches of some
anomalous coupling between gravity and the fields involved in the local experiment. A particular version of such
tests, known as test of the gravitational red-shift, uses the same type of clock, but at two different locations
(different local gravitational potentials) and compares them via an electromagnetic signal. Then it can be shown
(see Sec. 2.4c in Ref. [21]) that the measured relative frequency difference is equal to ∆U/c2 (where ∆U is the
difference in gravitational potential) if and only if LPI is satisfied.
Since the three sub-principles described above are very different in their empirical consequences, it is tempting to regard
them as independent. However, it was realized quite early that any self-consistent gravitational theory is very likely to
contain connections between the three sub-principles. This has become known as Schiff’s conjecture [18], formulated
2 By test body is meant an electrically neutral body whose size is small enough that the coupling to inhomogeneities in the gravitational
field can be neglected.
6around 1960. Loosely stated, Schiff’s conjecture implies that if one of the three sub-principles is violated, then so are
the other two. Schiff’s conjecture has given rise to much debate, in particular concerning its empirical consequences
and the relative merit of tests of the different sub-principles. Whilst it is true that any theory respecting energy
conservation (e.g. based on an invariant action principle) must satisfy Schiff’s conjecture, the actual quantitative
relationship between violation of the sub-principles is model dependent and varies as a function of the mechanism
used for the violation. As a consequence, it is not known a priori which test (WEP/UFF, LLI, or LPI) is more likely
to first detect a violation and the most reasonable approach is to perform the tests of the three sub-principles at the
best possible precision.
For completeness, and to avoid possible confusion, we will say a few words about the Strong Equivalence Principle
(SEP), although it is not directly related to this white paper. The SEP is a generalization of EEP to include “test”
bodies with non-negligible self-gravitation, together with experiments involving gravitational forces (e.g. Cavendish-
type experiments) or the propagation of gravitational waves. Obviously, SEP includes EEP as a special case in
which gravitational forces can be ignored. Typical tests of SEP involve moons, planets, stars or local gravitational
experiments, the best known example being lunar laser ranging that tests the universality of free fall, with the two test
bodies being the Moon and the Earth falling in the field of the Sun. Clearly the two test bodies have non-negligible
self-gravitation and thus provide a test of SEP. The empirical consequences of SEP and EEP are quite different; in
general a violation of SEP does not necessarily imply a violation of EEP. Similarly the theoretical consequences are
very different: a violation of EEP excludes not only GR as a possible theory of gravitation, but also all other metric
theories (e.g. all PPN theories, Brans-Dicke theory, etc.). A violation of SEP on the other hand excludes GR, but
allows for a host of other metric theories (e.g. PPN theories that satisfy a particular combination of PPN parameters).
In that sense, SEP and EEP tests are complementary and should be carried out in parallel within experimental and
observational possibilities. This white paper focuses on EEP, and WEP/UFF in particular but this does not preclude
the interest of SEP tests like continued and improved lunar laser ranging.
B. The Role of EEP in Theories of Gravitation
The EEP is the foundation of all curved space-time or “metric” theories of gravitation, including of course GR. It
divides gravitational theories in two classes: metric theories, those that embody EEP and non-metric theories, those
that do not. This distinction is fundamental, as metric theories describe gravitation as a geometric phenomenon,
namely an effect of curvature of space-time itself rather than a field over space-time, quite unlike any of the other
known interactions. It might thus appear unnatural to use a metric theory for gravitation, so different from the
formalisms of the other interactions, and indeed most unification attempts cast doubt on precisely this hypothesis
and thus on the validity of the EEP. Only experimental tests can settle the question and, in the light of the above,
experimentally testing the EEP becomes truly fundamental. To be more precise (see e.g. Refs. [19–21]), a metric
theory of gravitation is one that satisfies the following postulates:
1. Space-time is endowed with a metric tensor gµν , central to the metric equation that defines the infinitesimal
line element, i.e. the space-time separation between two events
ds2 = gµν(x
ρ)dxµdxν , (2.1)
in some 4-dimensional space-time coordinate system xρ;
2. The trajectories of freely falling test bodies are geodesics of extremal length,
δ
∫
ds = 0 , (2.2)
i.e. they depend only on the geometry of space-time, but are independent of the test body composition;
3. Clocks measure proper time τ along their trajectory, given by
dτ2 = − 1
c2
ds2 , (2.3)
independent of the type of clock used;
4. In local freely falling reference frames, the non-gravitational laws of physics (i.e. the other three fundamental
interactions) satisfy the principles of special relativity.
7Obviously the above postulates are a direct consequence of the EEP, for example LLI and LPI are the foundations
of points 3 and 4 and WEP is the basis of point 2. It is important to note that GR is not the only possible metric
theory that satisfies the above postulates. Indeed, there exist a large number of such theories like the scalar-tensor
Jordan-Brans-Dicke theories [22, 23] and their generalizations. These theories differ from GR in the way that the
metric tensor is related to the distribution of mass-energy through the existence of other fields associated with gravity
(scalar field, vector field, etc.).
Theories in which varying non-gravitational coupling constants are associated with dynamical fields that couple to
matter directly are not metric theories. In such theories, the fine structure constant α for instance would vary with
space and time. Neither, in this narrow sense, are theories in which one introduces additional fields (dilatons, moduli)
that couple differently to different types of mass-energy, e.g. some versions of Superstring theory. The fundamental
ingredient of all such non-metric theories is non-universal coupling to gravity of all non-gravitational fields, i.e. the
fields of the SM.
Thus experimental tests of the EEP are often viewed as tests of the universal coupling of gravity (through the
metric of space-time gµν) to all non-gravitational fields of the SM [24, 25]. Violations occur when the coupling is
dependent on some attribute of the non-gravitational fields at hand that may be different for different test bodies,
e.g. electromagnetic charge, nuclear charge, total spin, nuclear spin, quark flavor, Baryon and Lepton numbers, etc.
Exploring all possibilities of such anomalous couplings is the fundamental aim of experimental tests of the EEP. Note
also that in any particular experimental situation, symmetry requires that such anomalous couplings be not only a
function of the composition of the test body, but also of the mass which is the source of the gravitational field.
C. Why Would the EEP be Violated?
It has already been pointed out that the EEP is in fact rather unnatural in the sense that it renders gravity so
different from other interactions, because the corresponding universal coupling implies that gravitation is a geometrical
attribute of space-time itself rather than a field over space-time like all other known interactions. Einstein himself
initially called it the hypothesis of equivalence before elevating it to a principle once it became clear how central it
was in the generalization of special relativity to include gravitation. This shows how surprising it is in fact that such
an hypothesis should be satisfied at all, let alone down to the uncertainties of present-day tests. Therefore, rather
than asking why the EEP should be violated, the more natural question to ask is why no violation has been observed
yet.
Indeed most attempts at quantum gravity and unification theories lead to a violation of the EEP [26–31], which in
general have to be handled by some tuning mechanism in order to make the theory compatible with existing limits
on EEP violation. For example, in string theory moduli fields need to be rendered massive (short range) [26] or
stabilized by e.g. cosmological considerations [27] in order to avoid the stringent limits already imposed by EEP tests.
Similarly M-theory and Brane-world scenarios using large or compactified extra dimensions need some mechanism to
avoid existing experimental limits from EEP tests or tests of the inverse square law [29–33]. Therefore, not only do
we expect a violation of EEP at some level, but the non-observation of such a violation with improving uncertainty
is already one of the major experimental constraints for the development of new theories in the quest for quantum
gravity and unification. This makes experimental tests of EEP one of the most essential enterprises of fundamental
physics today.
It is interesting to note that experimental constraints for EEP violations at low energy are rather closely related
to present-day physics at the very small scale (particle physics) and the very large scale (cosmology). Notably, the
experimental confirmation of the Higgs boson has thus lent strong credibility to the existence of scalar fields, as the
Higgs is the first fundamental scalar field observed in Nature. It is thus likely that additional long and/or short
range scalar fields exist, as postulated by many unification theories, and EEP tests are one of the most promising
experimental means for their observation. At the other extreme if such scalar fields are massive they may well
constitute the mysterious dark matter (DM) of cosmology. There is no reason for such DM to be universally coupled
to SM fields, and it would thus give rise to a violation of the EEP that could be detected by EEP tests [25].
Additionally, most models for Dark Energy (DE) are also based on long-range scalar fields that, when considered in
the context of particle physics, are non-universally coupled to the fields of the SM [34, 35]. Similar reasoning applies
to spin-1 bosonic fields that also may violate the EEP[36, 37]. As a consequence, one would expect EEP violations
from such fields, be it DM and/or DE at some level, which might be low energy experiments, like the ones discussed
here. Such a detection would provide a very appealing route towards independent confirmation of DM/DE, making
it more tangible than only a hypothesis for otherwise unexplained astronomical observations.
8D. EEP in the context of physics today
Cosmology: The big challenge of modern cosmology and particle physics is to understand the observed “composition”
of the Universe i.e. about 68.3 % dark energy (DE), 26.8 % dark matter (DM), and 4.9 % baryonic matter [17]. These
values are obtained assuming the Λ-CDM model, in which the vacuum energy density associated to the cosmological
constant is ρΛ = Λ/8piG ' 10−47 GeV4 (' ρcritical). On the other hand, arguments from quantum field theory imply
that the vacuum energy density is the sum of zero point energy of quantum fields with a cutoff determined by the
Planck scale (mP ' 1.22 × 1019 GeV) giving ρvacuum ' 1074 GeV4, which is about 121 orders of magnitude larger
than the observed value. A lower scale, fixed for example at the QCD scale, would give ρvacuum ' 10−3 GeV4 which
is still much too large with respect to ρΛ. From a theoretical point of view, at the moment, there is no explanation
as to why the cosmological constant should assume the correct value at the scale of the observed Universe. The only
argument we can give is based on the anthropic principle, i.e. the idea that much larger values would not have lead
to the formation of stars, planets and ultimately humans.
Rather than dealing directly with the cosmological constant to explain the accelerating phase of the present
Universe, a number of alternative approaches and models have been proposed (e.g. [34, 35, 38–51]). Many of these
models are characterized by the fact that a scalar or spin-1 field (or more than a single field) is included in the action
of gravity. Additionally the same (or additional) fields may be used to provide the DM required by observations.
Again there is no compelling reason why such fields should be coupled universally to the SM fields and thus they
would violate the EEP. Hence tests of the EEP are a unique tool to discover the existence of such fields and thus
answer one of the most puzzling questions in modern cosmology.
Particle physics: In the previous paragraph, it already became clear that the difficulties of GR in cosmology are
closely related to those in particle physics. In particular, in a quantum field theory (like the SM), one would expect
that the vacuum energy of the fundamental fields should be observed in its gravitational consequences, especially on
the large scale of the Universe. However, there is a huge discrepancy (121 or at least 40 orders of magnitude, see
above) between the observed vacuum energy density of the Universe (dark energy) and the one expected from the
SM. This has been considered a major problem in modern physics, even before the discovery of dark energy when
the “observed” value of the cosmological constant (or vacuum energy) was compatible with zero [52]. And one might
argue that this problem has become even worse since the discovery of the accelerated expansion of the Universe, and
the associated small but non-zero value of Λ, as now one requires a mechanism that does not completely “block” the
gravitational effect of vacuum energy, but suppresses it by a huge factor, i.e. some extreme fine tuning mechanism is
required that is difficult to imagine.
Another conceptual problem is that the SM requires a number of dimensionless coupling constants to be put in by
hand, which seems somewhat arbitrary and is not very satisfactory [53]. One of the aims of theoretical developments
is then to replace these constants by some dynamical fields that provide the coupling constants (e.g. moduli fields in
string theory, dilaton, etc.), similarly to the Higgs field giving rise to the mass of fundamental particles. As a conse-
quence the coupling constants become dynamical quantities that vary in space-time (e.g. space-time variation of the
fine structure constant α), which necessarily leads to violations of the EEP. However, the resulting phenomenological
consequences are such that in most approaches one requires some mechanism to stabilize these fields in order to be
compatible with present-day constraints from EEP tests [26, 27]. Although no firm predictions exist, this makes the
discovery of the effect of such fields (e.g. EEP violation) a distinct possibility [53].
Even if one disregards gravity, the SM still does not address all the fundamental questions: in particular, whereas
it attributes the origin of mass to the Higgs non-vanishing vacuum value, it does not explain the diversity of the
masses of the fundamental particles, i.e. it does not explain the diversity of the couplings of the matter to the Higgs
field. One thus has to go to theories beyond the SM in order to answer these questions. Most of these theories
make heavy use of scalar fields, the most notable examples being supersymmetry, which associates a scalar field to
any spin- 12 matter field, string theory and higher-dimensional theories. Some of these scalar fields may be extremely
light, or even massless, which leads to new types of long range forces, and thus potential EEP violations, unless these
fields are universally coupled, a difficult property to achieve.
Quantum mechanics and the EEP: Quantum tests of the Equivalence Principle differ from classical ones because
classical and quantum descriptions of motion are fundamentally different. In particular, the Universality of Free Fall
(or WEP) has a clear significance in the classical context where it means that space-time trajectories of test particles
do not depend on the composition of these particles. How UFF/WEP is to be understood in quantum mechanics is
a much more delicate point. The subtlety of discussions of the EEP in a quantum context is also apparent in the
debate about the comparison of various facets of the EEP, in particular the UFF and the LPI [54–56]. More generally,
considering quantum phenomena in the context of gravity poses many conceptual and fundamental difficulties. When
comparing classical EEP tests to quantum ones, a number of implicit assumptions are made, like e.g. that quantum
9Class Elements η Year [ref] Comments
Classical
Be - Ti 2× 10−13 2008 [57] Torsion balance
Pt - Ti 1× 10−14 2017 [1] MICROSCOPE first results
Pt - Ti (10−15) 2019+ MICROSCOPE full data
MA −MB 10−17 2035+ Adv. MICROSCOPE, macrsocopic masses Mi TBD
Hybrid
133Cs - CC 7× 10−9 2001 [59]
AI and macroscopic corner cube (CC)87Rb - CC 7× 10−9 2010 [60]
AtA −MB 10−17 2035+ Adv. MICROSCOPE, atomic species AtA TBD
Quantum
39K - 87Rb 5× 10−7 2014 [61] different elements
87Sr - 88Sr 2× 10−7 2014 [62] same element, fermion vs. boson
85Rb - 87Rb 3× 10−8 2015 [63] same element, different isotopes
85Rb - 87Rb (10−13) 2020+ [64] ≥ 10 m towers170Yb - 87Rb (10−13) 2020+ [65]
41K - 87Rb 10−17 2035+ Atom Interferometry mission
Antimatter H - H (10−2) 2020+ [66, 67] under construction at CERN
TABLE I: State of the art in UFF/WEP tests. Numbers in brackets are results expected in the near future. In red the
performances aimed for in this white-paper.
mechanics is valid in the freely falling frame associated with classical test bodies in the definition of WEP. Indeed, the
usual definition of the EEP states that special relativity holds in the freely falling frame of WEP without reference
to quantum mechanics.3 However, in general the variety of quantum states is much larger than that of classical ones
and it seems therefore plausible that quantum tests may ultimately be able to see deeper details of couplings between
matter and gravity than classical ones (see [7] for a more detailed discussion).
E. Experimental tests of UFF/WEP on ground and in space
The history of experimental tests of UFF/WEP goes back as far as the Renaissance, and probably beyond. First
documented experiments were carried out by Simon Stevin and Galileo Galilei towards the end of the 16th century,
followed by Newton, Bessel, Eo¨tvo¨s, Dicke, Braginsky, Adelberger to name only the best known ones. Essentially two
different methods were employed, falling objects and torsion balances. On ground, the latter give the best uncertainties
[57] but are ultimately limited by the effect of local gravity gradients. In space the recent CNES/ESA MICROSCOPE
mission uses the former and improves on ground experiments by an order of magnitude [1], with another factor 10
improvement expected in the near future, when all data is analysed.
A simple phenomenological figure of merit for all UFF/WEP tests is the Eo¨tvo¨s ratio ηAB for two test objects A
and B and a specified source mass of the gravitational field:
ηAB = 2
aA − aB
aA + aB
, (2.4)
where ai (i = A,B) is the gravitational acceleration of object i with respect to the source mass. Note that for a given
experiment the data can be interpreted with respect to different source masses (see e.g. Ref. [57]) with corresponding
different results for ηAB .
Whilst ηAB is a useful tool for comparing different experiments it cannot account for the diversity of possible
underlying theories, e.g. different types of couplings depending on the source and test objects (c.f. the end of section
II B), or couplings to space-time varying background fields other than local gravity e.g. [25, 58]. Thus, not only best
performance in terms of the Eo¨tvo¨s ratio is required, but also a large diversity in terms of test objects and source
masses.
Table I presents the state of the art in UFF/WEP tests, separated into different classes as a function of the
type of test-masses employed. In particular we distinguish between tests using macroscopic test masses and atom-
interferometry (AI) tests that use matter waves in a quantum superposition, possibly condensed to quantum degenerate
states (Bose Einstein Condensates) with coherence lengths ≥ µm. The “game changing” results of the MICROSCOPE
3 Recall that relativistic quantum mechanics did not exist at the time of the earliest formulation of the equivalence principle by Einstein.
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FIG. 2: Constraints for scalar DM, linear coupling.
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FIG. 3: Constraints for scalar DM, quadratic coupling.
mission demonstrate the potential of going into a quiet and well controlled space environment, with potentially
“infinite” free fall times.
As an example of a more fundamental theory that is constrained by UFF/WEP tests, and to demonstrate the
link to the enigma posed by dark matter, we also show the analysis of different types of experiments in a theory
where dark matter is represented by a massive but light scalar field that is non universally coupled to the SM (see
[25, 68–70] for details). In such a theory objects of different composition fall differently and clocks using different
atomic transitions run at different frequencies. Depending on the type of coupling involved those differences can have
very specific spatio-temporal signatures that can be searched for in the data. The basic interaction Lagrangian in
such a theory is written
L(k)int =
ϕk(t,x)
2
[
d
(k)
e
4e2
F 2 − d
(k)
g β3
2g3
(
FA
)2 − ∑
i=e,u,d
(
d(k)mi + γmid
(k)
g
)
miψ¯iψi
]
, (2.5)
with Fµν the standard electromagnetic Faraday tensor, e the electric charge of the electron, F
A
µν the gluon strength
tensor, g3 the QCD gauge coupling, β3 the β function for the running of g3, mi the mass of the SM fermions, γmj
the anomalous dimension giving the energy running of the masses of the QCD coupled fermions and ψi the fermion
spinors. The constants d
(k)
j characterize the interaction between the scalar field ϕ and the different matter sectors,
with k = 1, 2 corresponding to the simple cases of linear or quadratic coupling, and are determined by experiment.
Figures 2, 3 show constraints on coupling to electromagnetism (de) when assuming that all of the DM is made up
of ϕk(t,x). The predominance of UFF/WEP tests is manifest, especially at larger masses of the DM field. More
importantly, in the present context, the MICROSCOPE space mission has improved previous knowledge by one to
ten orders of magnitude, depending on the assumed coupling and DM mass, and the projects discussed in this white
paper are expected to improve on that by another 3-4 orders of magnitude.
F. Secondary science objectives
Other aspects of the EEP: When testing the WEP/UFF one generally also tests the other aspects of the EPP, i.e.
Local Lorentz and Position Invariance (LLI and LPI). Additionally, LLI is closely related to CPT invariance. The
exact link between the different tests is model dependent. For example, a recent analysis of MICROSCOPE data in
a very general LLI-violating framework called the SME (Standard Model Extension) gives large improvements on
the constraints on four SME coefficients that govern a possible LLI violation in the coupling between gravity and the
SM fields [71, 72]. Depending on the other instruments on board and the chosen orbit one may also carry out tests
of LPI (via the gravitational redshift) in the field of the Earth (with an on board clock) or in the field of the Sun and
Moon (with only a time/frequency comparison system on board, but no clock), all of which can significantly enhance
present knowledge [7, 73, 74]. Such experiments will naturally benefit from the heritage of near future gravitational
redshift tests like ACES [16, 75] and SOC/I-SOC [76–78].
Time/frequency metrology: Closely related to the LPI tests is the possibility of comparing ground clocks over
intercontinental distances without degrading their performance. Presently such comparisons are done using space
techniques (navigation and telecom satellites) but their uncertainties are two or more orders of magnitude larger than
those of the clocks themselves, and thus hamper their use in applications ranging from fundamental physics to geodesy
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and international time scales (TAI). One way around that problem is to add high performance time/frequency links
to satellites like STE-QUEST [7, 73], as already planned for ACES [16, 79] and SOC/I-SOC [76–78]. Flight models
of a high-performance two-way time/frequency microwave link and of a single-photon time transfer link have been
developed and will be flown on the ACES mission. An improved microwave link (100 times lower noise, ”HERO”)
is currently in the breadboarding phase within an ESA-funded industrial project. The technology for an improved
single-photon link (8 times lower uncertainty in time transfer) has also been developed and is ready to be turned into
a flight model [80, 81].
Geodesy and Reference Frames: Any mission with high performance accelerometers on board has the capacity for
inertial navigation and the determination of a purely gravitational trajectory i.e. purely geodesic motion [1, 9]. If
furthermore one or several orbit determination methods are available (e.g. GNSS, DORIS, SLR) the mission provides
a means of mapping local space-time and its metric, i.e. the local gravitational field. This is of particular interest
in terrestrial orbit as such a mission can contribute to the determination of the geopotential and its variations, with
applications of prime importance in fields as diverse as hydrology or earthquake precursory signals [86]. If additionally
time/frequency comparison methods are included it opens the way to point-measurements of the geopotential at the
location of ground clocks with sub-cm (< 0.1 m2s−2) uncertainty when using today’s best ground clocks, a method
known as chronometric geodesy [87–89]. Finally, akin to the E-GRASP mission proposal [90], such a mission can
serve as a common reference point in space for different geodetic techniques thus unifying Terrestrial reference frames
at the mm level, which is critical when e.g. trying to measure sea-level changes of the order of a mm/year.
G. Summary
The EEP is at the heart of modern physics and closely intertwined with some of the most fundamental questions
of gravitation, particle physics and cosmology. UFF/WEP tests are a unique opportunity to find answers to some
of those questions, with the potential for a major discovery when improving present performance by two or more
orders of magnitude. To do so, only space offers the required quiet and well-controlled environment together with
long free fall times, both of which are indispensable to further advance the field, as convincingly demonstrated by the
MICROSCOPE mission. In terms of space-technology Europe has an undisputed world-wide lead in this endeavour
through the MICROSCOPE and LISA-Pathfinder missions, both of which have demonstrated unrivalled performance
in drag-free control and accelerometry [1, 8, 9]. It is now time to build on that heritage for exciting science of the
next decades.
III. TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT
In many cases the technologies pioneered in fundamental physics missions significantly improve and continue to
have a positive effect on more applied fields. Missions testing the EEP require high quality drag-free motion which can
be achieved using highly sensitive and stable accelerometers [1, 8, 9]. When also testing LPI (gravitational redshift)
they require high precision time/frequency metrology (clocks, time transfer methods).
Highly sensitive and stable accelerometers are also required in missions exploring the gravitational field, in particu-
lar in geodesy missions. The GRACE [82, 83] accelerometer performance was ∼ 10−10 m/s2/√Hz, for GOCE [84] one
had ∼ 10−12 m/s2/√Hz. GOCE had to be more sensitive on shorter time scales (resulting in better performance on
smaller spatial scales) than GRACE which has the best performance on larger spatial scales. The MICROSCOPE ac-
celerometers have a performance of ∼ 10−11 m/s2/√Hz with LISA-Pathfinder reaching as low as ∼ 10−15 m/s2/√Hz.
Similarly, several recent and ongoing (ESA, CNES, DLR) studies are exploring the potential of cold-atom inertial
sensors in geodesy missions and related applications. As an example, a very recent publication [85] shows nm per-
formance of the laser ranging interferometer (LRI) on GRACE-FO. In order to to be able to turn that into useful
geodetic information, accelerometers are required, which are one to two orders of magnitude more precise than those
currently available. Also for astrometry missions or a VLBI constellation mission in space a precise knowledge of the
motion and, thus, a stable and precise inertial sensor is needed.
Highly stable space clocks and time/frequency transfer methods, in particular optical ones, have applications in
navigation, intercontinental clock comparisons and international time scales, broadband telecommunications and
chronometric geodesy, i.e. determination of Earth potential differences between particular locations at the cm and
sub-cm level [87–89].
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IV. AN ATOM INTERFEROMETRIC SPACE TEST OF UFF/WEP
A. Introduction and objectives
The coherent manipulation of cold atoms with electromagnetic fields is key to new types of sensors with various
metrological applications. Indeed, time and frequency are today’s best realized physical units, thanks to atomic clocks
based on optical and microwave transitions. Moreover, freely falling atoms constitute excellent test masses, hence
allowing to infer inertial quantities through interferometric measurements. In particular, their long-term stability and
high accuracy renders atomic gyroscopes [91] and accelerometers [92] exquisite tool for navigational, geodesic and
fundamental [14, 61, 63, 93, 94] applications.
A concurrent operation of two such accelerometers with different atomic species provides a new pathway to tests of
the UFF. These experiments extend the range of test pairs significantly to previously inaccessible species and hence
prove invaluable to explore many facets of different violation scenarios such as the SME [95]. Moreover, phenomena
exclusive to quantum systems, such as coupling of gravity to spin [62] or to superpositions of electronic states [93],
provide unique insight into the interface of gravity and quantum mechanics. It is important to stress here that this
class of experiments is truly quantum in nature, in particular:
• The observable is the phase difference of interfering matter waves in a coherent superposition;
• The coherent superposition is well separated spatially by > 10 cm, more than 3 orders of magnitude larger than
the size of the individual wave packets;
• The coherence length of the atoms is of the order of a micron, many orders of magnitude larger than the de
Broglie wavelength of the macroscopic test masses (10−27 m or less).
Finally, on the technical side, the properties of atoms and their interaction with the environment can be controlled
to high accuracy, which allows to realize test masses of highest isotopic purity and to mitigate systematics. In
this sense, quantum mechanics allow for several unique advantages. For instance, the atoms can be condensed to a
quantum degenerate state (Bose Einstein Condensates, BEC), which has very favorable phase-space properties such
as ultra-low expansion rates. Also, various malicious effects couple to the displacement of the two test masses upon
release. With matter waves, it is possible to truly overlap the two species and image them simultaneously in situ.
As of today, quantum tests of the UFF have reached uncertainties in the range of 10−7 − 10−8 in the Eo¨tvo¨sratio
[61, 63, 96], with the prospect of reaching uncertainties beyond 10−13 in long-baseline setups [14, 65]. The sensitivity
of an atom interferometer to acceleration scales quadratically with the free fall time of the atoms, which eventually
limits the possible performance of ground-based experiments. As a consequence, space-borne missions with in principle
unlimited drift times are the natural ambition for highly accurate quantum tests of the UFF [6, 97]. Space offers
further exceptional advantages for atom optics, such as the possibility for symmetric beam splitting and release from
shallow traps, which inherently suppresses noise sources related to laser phase noise and atomic ensemble temperature.
Furthermore, temporarily varying configurations of a satellite with respect to the gravitational field of the Earth allow
for modulations that distinguish a potential UFF violation signal from systematic uncertainties.
In the following, we will discuss a mission concept for such a quantum test of the UFF on a circular, low-Earth-orbit,
which allows for a target uncertainty in the Eo¨tvo¨sratio below 10−17 as primary mission goal. This implies a three
orders of magnitude improvement over current limits. Thanks to discovery of new techniques that attenuate various
systematic effects and due to the rapid developments concerning space-maturity of quantum systems, the presented
mission provides a promising concept for a quantum test of the UFF with unprecedented accuracy, based on state-
of-the-art technology. Note that this is a only an example mission scenario for the purposes of this white-paper, a
detailed trade off study in terms of primary and secondary science objectives (c.f. sect. II F) and mass, consumption,
cost etc... must be carried out for a complete mission proposal.
B. Atom interferometric test of the UFF
Atom interferometry exploits the wave nature of matter to infer metrological quantities through interference. To
this end, freely falling matter waves are subject to a series of light pulses, which serve as beam splitters and mirrors
in close analogy to optical Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Through a stimulated two-photon process, such a light
pulse can transfer momentum to an atom and imprints a position dependent phase. A first beam splitter puts the
atoms into a superposition of two motional states, which travel along different trajectories before being redirected
by a mirror pulse and finally recombined by another beam splitter. The two output ports of the interferometer
differ in momentum, and their relative population depends on the phase difference accumulated between the two
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branches. Since at each light pulse, the position of the atoms is referenced to the light field, this phase difference is
indicative of the free fall acceleration a of the matter waves with respect to the apparatus. To first order, the phase
is ∆φ = KaT 2, where K is the effective wave number quantifying the momentum transferred at each pulse and T
is the pulse separation time. In a differential measurement with two species A and B, the differential acceleration
uncertainty per experimental cycle
σ∆a =
[(
1
CAKAT 2A
√
NA
)2
+
(
1
CBKBT 2B
√
NB
)2]1/2
(4.1)
is limited by the quantum-projection noise (shot noise), given by the number N of atoms contributing to the signal.
The contrast C accounts for the visibility of the interference fringes. Typically, a retro-reflective setup is employed,
such that the same mirror serves as a reference for both interferometers, which are operated simultaneously. This
leads to common mode rejection for various systematics and noise sources, where the suppression factor depends on
the choice of the atomic species.
Ultimately, the experiment proposed here monitors the motion of two atomic wave packets with initially superposed
centers. It can be interpreted as a test of classical general relativity coupled to a Klein-Gordon field in a non-relativistic
limit or, equivalently, a Schro¨dinger equation with an external gravitational potential. The sensitivity to violations of
the UFF is quantified by the Eo¨tvo¨sratio σ∆a/g and suggests operation on a low-earth-orbit.
C. Operation mode
The shot-noise limited uncertainty in the Eo¨tvo¨sratio displays the maximal achievable sensitivity to a potential
violation signal possible with such sensors, given that systematic and stochastic errors can be kept below this level.
As white noise, it may be averaged down with many repeated cycles. In the following, we will consider a space-borne
mission on a circular orbit, where the satellite is kept inertial with respect to distant stars. For the determination of
the Eo¨tvo¨sratio, the integration of the signal needs to take into account the varying projection of the gravitational
acceleration g onto the sensitive axis [98], such that the averaging over n measurements reads
ση =
1√
n
√√√√ 1
n− 1
n∑
j=1
(
σ∆a
g(tj)
)2
. (4.2)
The number of beneficial measurements per orbit is limited, since the local value of g becomes too small for certain
orbital positions. For an inertial satellite on a circular orbit with orbital frequency Ω, it can be written as g(tj) =
g0 cos(jΩTc).
Aiming for a target uncertainty of ση ≤ 10−17 suggests parameters as presented in Table II. We assume a moderate
beam splitting order of 2 in order to keep the spatial extent of the interferometers below one meter. Moreover, we
suppose typical atomic numbers and cycle time for the generation and engineering of BECs. Assuming that 10 s are
required for the atomic source preparation, followed by an interferometer of 2T = 40 s duration, the stated cycle time
requires an interleaved operation of 5 concurrent interferometers. The contrast can be assumed to be near unity,
since major sources of contrast loss, such as gravity gradients, can be mitigated as will be outlined later. Given an
altitude of a = 700 km height and a cycle time of Tc = 10 s, a maximum of 356 measurements per orbit allows to
integrate the shot-noise limited Eo¨tvo¨sratio to 8.8 × 10−16 after one orbit, such that a total of τ = 18 months of
integration are required to reach ση ≤ 10−17.
D. Mission requirements
Any spurious differential acceleration between the two species can, a priori, not be distinguished from a potential
UFF violation signal. Consequently, random acceleration contributions need to be kept below shot-noise. All sys-
tematic error sources have to be controlled at a level better than the target inaccuracy of 10−17, or be modulated at
other frequencies than the local projection of g. In general, one can decompose the differential acceleration into its
frequency components,
∆a = δa cos(ω0t) + ∆aconst +
∑
j=0
∆ajsys cos(ωjt), (4.3)
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Parameters
Atom number N 106
Effective wave number K
Rb 8pi/(780 nm)
K 8pi/(767 nm)
Free evolution time T 20 s
Cycle time Tc 10 s
Simultaneous interferometers 5
Contrast C 1
Orbit
Semi major axis a 700 km
Ellipticity e ≤ 10−4
Single shot diff. acc. sensitivity 1.09× 10−13 m/s2
Integration over one orbit 8.8× 10−16 m/s2
Integration time to δη = 10−17 18 months
TABLE II: Parameters for a quantum test of the UFF targeting δη ≤ 10−17.
where δa is the potential violation signal that is to be detected, ∆ajsys a systematic acceleration contribution at
frequency ωj and ∆aconst comprises all non-modulated terms [97]. Demodulation of the signal frequency ω0, at which
a possible violation signal is expected, averages all other frequency components down,
2
τ
∫ τ
0
∆a cos(ω0t)dt ≤
(
δa+ ∆a0sys
)
+
2
τω0
δa
2
+ |∆aconst|+ 4
3
∑
j=1
∣∣∣∆a(j)sys∣∣∣
 , (4.4)
where τ is the duration of integration. This is a pessimistic upper bound, since for appropriate choices of τ ,
the integral over certain frequency components is trivial. The key insight is that the violation signal is demod-
ulated to dc, while all systematic contributions are averaged down at a rate inversely proportional to ω0. This
fact is, for example, employed in [1], where the satellite is additionally spun for an improved integration rate.
We, however, consider a mission in which the satellite is kept inertial with respect to distant stars, such that
ω0 corresponds to the orbital frequency. Obviously, differential acceleration contributions ∆a
0
sys modulated at ω0
can not be discriminated from a potential violation signal with this technique, and therefore have to be well-controlled.
a. Gravity gradients and rotations Any deviation Γ = ∂rg from a uniform gravitational potential as well as
rotation of the apparatus (rigidly attached to the satellite) couple to the phase-space distribution of the atoms. This
gives rise to additional accelerations proportional to the initial displacement ∆r and differential velocity ∆v of the
two atomic clouds upon release, which puts strict constraints on their preparation. In fact, equalizing the release of
the test masses is a challenge that is common to all types of free fall tests of the UFF [99]. However, compensating
for the gravity gradient induced acceleration terms by introducing additional, experimentally controllable shifts [13]
allows to alleviate the requirements on the atomic source design and mission duration significantly. To this end,
the frequency of the mirror pulse is shifted by a few hundred MHz in order to change the effective momentum by
∆K = KΓT 2/2 in a ground-based experiment [14, 15]. In order to account for the varying projection of the gravity
gradients onto the sensitive axis of the interferometer in a (non-nadir) space mission, the laser realizing the mirror
pulse has to be periodically tilted about 400µrad and shifted in frequency by 150 GHz for the parameters stated in
Table II. As a consequence, the overlap of the two atomic clouds only needs be realized within ∆r = 100 nm in position
and ∆v = 10 nm/s in velocity, respectively. This has significant implications for the time required to characterize
systematics: The center-of-mass position of an atomic ensemble of size σr can be determined within an accuracy
σr/
√
ν, given by the statistical distribution of the atoms (similar for the velocity). In order to verify that the target
spatial overlap accuracy is given, the required number ν of images made of that cloud can hence be very large, which
has been invoked as a major argument against previous proposals [6] of the UFF with space-borne quantum tests
[100]. Although the target accuracy of the present proposal is two orders of magnitude more ambitious than the
previous, the requirements on the preparation of the atoms are relaxed by two orders of magnitude (corresponding to
four orders less verification time) thanks to this technique.
Similarly, the effect of large rotation rates Ωm as for a spinning satellite can be compensated by counter-rotating
the retro-reflex mirror by an angle ΩmT between two subsequent pulses [101]. This is, however, not required in
the present mission scenario employing an inertial configuration. The allowed spurious rotations of the satellite are
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constrained by the center of mass velocity jitter of the atomic clouds, which is determined by their temperature via√
kBT/m/
√
N , where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Supposing an effective ensemble temperature of T = 10 pK
requires the satellite rotation to be controlled at the nrad/s level. Since these temperatures already comply with
state of the art [102, 103] and paths to even lower energies exist, these constraints will be more relaxed in the future.
Recently, the LISA Pathfinder platform already demonstrated excellent satellite attitude control in the range of 0.1 -
10 nrad/s2
√
Hz [9].
b. Spurious linear accelerations Vibrational noise, leading to a random acceleration of the mirror, can not be
distinguished from inertial acceleration. However, this effect can be suppressed by matching the frequency response
of the two interferometers [104]. Also, correlation to classical acceleration sensors allows for post-correction and
fringe reconstruction even in very noisy environments [96, 105, 106], allowing for a high dynamic range. Currently,
the performance of these hybrid sensors is limited by the performance of the classical acceleration sensor, calling for
improvement on that end. A vibrational background power spectral density of less than 10−9 m/s2/
√
Hz for low
frequencies has already been demonstrated in GRACE [83] and LISA Pathfinder [9].
c. Beam splitting laser linewidth In the retro-reflective setup, one of the two light-fields realizing the two-photon
process in the atom is reflected at the mirror, while the other is not. The resulting time delay between the two lasers
results in a sensitivity to frequency jitter of the beam splitter lasers. Given the spatial extent of the interferometers,
this time delay is about 3 ns (5 ns) for rubidium (potassium). Following [107], a Lorentzian linewidth of 20 kHz (1 kHz)
integrated over the beam splitter pulse duration of 100 µs gives rise to a noise contribution per experimental cycle
below 10−13 m/s2, which is in line with the requirements.
d. Wave front aberrations As outlined above, the phase fronts of the light pulses serve as reference to trace the
free fall of the atoms. However, any deviations from a planar wave front lead to shifts that vary over the spatial extent
of the atomic cloud [108]. This gives rise to a spurious acceleration ∆awf = σ
2
v/R, where R quantifies the curvature
of the mirror and σ2v = kBT/m the effective expansion rate of the atomic ensemble. If the shot-to-shot fluctuation in
temperature T and wave front can both be constrained below < 10%, respectively, this effect can be assumed to be
sufficiently constant to be suppressed in the signal demodulation.
e. Magnetic fields In order to exclude a linear Zeeman shift, both interferometers are operated with atoms in
the magnetic mf = 0 substate. However, the quadratic Zeeman shift leads to a differential acceleration ∆aB =
hB0δB(kRb/mRb − kK/mK), with kRb = 575.15 Hz/G2 and kK = 1294 Hz/G2 In order for magnetic field fluctation
induced acceleration noise to stay below shot-noise, the offset magnetic field B0 needs to be stabilized at 1 mG, while
the magnetic field gradients δB have to be controlled at the level of 1µ G/m.
f. Mean field Since the mean field energy scales with the density, any fluctuation in the number of atoms between
the two interferometer arms introduces additional noise. Consequently, given a shot-noise limited accuracy of 0.1% for
the first beam splitting ratio and an isotropic expansion corresponding to 10 pK, the required cloud size is σ = 6 mm
in order to constrain this noise source within a few 0.1 mrad [109].
g. Blackbody radiation Thermal radiation causes an ac-Stark shift of the energy levels in an atomic system.
It has recently been pointed out [110], that this effect is not only of importance in atomic clocks [111] but that
temperature gradients, leading to ac-Stark shift gradients, act as a force that accelerates the atoms. For an order of
magnitude estimation, the experiment is assumed to be performed inside a thin cylindrical vacuum chamber with a
linear temperature gradient δTexp, which leads to an acceleration ∆aBBR = 2α0σ∂z(Texp+δTexpz)
4/(mc0), where α0,
σ and 0 denote the static polarizability of the atom, the Stephan-Boltzmann constant and the vacuum permittivity,
respectively. In order to constrain this effect below shot noise, the shot-to-shot variations in the temperature and
its gradient need to to be constrained within 0.5 K and 0.5 mK/m, respectively, assuming a chamber temperature
Texp = 300 K and gradient 0.1 K/m.
E. Payload performance and ground segment
The payload performs repeated measurement cycles based on predefined sequences. In nominal operation, the
initial step is the production of a dual species Bose-Einstein condensate of 87Rb and 41K starting from an on-chip 3D
magneto-optical trap loaded by a cold beam from a 2D magneto-optical trap, molasses cooling, evaporation inside in
a magnetic chip trap, transfer to and condensation inside an optical dipole trap. Herein, a Feshbach field of about
70 G [112, 113] ensures miscibility of the two species with 106 atoms each and is switched off later after a delta-
kick collimation [10, 102, 103], reducing residual expansion rates to below 100 µm/s. Subsequently, the atoms are
transferred to magnetically less sensitive states. Generation and preparation of the atoms is expected to take 10 s.
The interferometry consists of three laser pulses with lengths of about 100 µs simultaneously applied to both species
and separated by T = 20 s driving double Raman transitions [114]. Each atom-light interaction imprints a phase onto
the atoms, depending on the distance of the atoms to the mirror which retro reflects the light fields for the pulses. The
total of the phases determines the population of the two output ports which are subsequently read out with a spatially
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resolved detection. From the knowledge of the pulse timings, their wave numbers, and direct signal extraction [61] or
correlation with an additional accelerometer for noise rejection [96], the differential acceleration of the two species is
estimated [104, 115–117]. The duration of a single experiment run is estimated to 50 s, implying five concurrent [91]
experiments in nominal operation. Adjusting the wave length of the three laser pulses for interferometry [13] and
tilting the retro reflection mirror [92, 101, 115] according to known gravity gradients and rotations suppresses spurious
phase terms arising from initially imperfect overlap of the two species [6].
The payload consists of three main parts [118], the electronics package, the laser system, and the physics package. The
electronics package houses the data management unit which executes the sequences, stores, and processes data, as well
as frequency chains, drivers, and controllers for lasers, switching elements, magnetic field generation, CCD cameras,
RF and microwave antennae, and other sensors inside the other two parts. Lasers and optical benches generating the
light fields for cooling, preparation, interferometer pulses, detection of 87Rb at 780 nm and 41K at 767 nm, as well as
the dipole trap at 1560 nm are located in the laser system. The design is based on high power laser diodes and telecom
technology and supports the detuning for the gravity gradient compensation technique. Inside the physics package,
an ultra-high vacuum chamber accomodates the 1 m baseline of the atom interferometer. It features an atom chip
for rapid generation of cold atoms [119], and a retro reflection mirror on a tip-tilt mount inside the vacuum vessel,
is connected to an additional smaller chamber supplying a beam of cold atoms for loading the 3D magneto-optical
traps, and to an ion getter pump, the latter maintaining the vacuum. Coils for the generation of offset fields and
the Feshbach field of about 70 G, optics for beam shaping, CCD cameras, an accelerometer, other sensors as photo
diodes and thermistors, and structural elements are attached externally. A µ-metal shield surrounds the chamber and
mounted elements excluding the pump to suppress external magnetic stray fields.
During science commissioning, parameters are partly autonomously optimised, partly adjusted by the ground station
depending on the downlinked data, and subsequently verified by uploaded and autonomously executed sequences.
Nominal operation foresees autonomous execution of experimental sequences predefined and uploaded by the ground
station, and downlinking of science and housekeeping data to the ground station for storage and further processing.
F. Heritage and development activities
A multitude of national, European and international programs are a prime heritage to a satellite atom interferometric
test of the Equivalence Principle.
On the studies side, space mission concepts involving cold atoms were presented several decades ago during the
HYPER mission proposal [120]. The ESA project SAI has developed a transportable atom interferometer for ground
tests [121]. The Q-WEP study was concerned with a UFF test on board of the international space station at the
10−14 level [122]. The SOC and I-SOC consortia studied the possibility to operate a space optical clock [76–78].
Recently, the Cold-Atom-Interferometry for future satellite gravimetry (CAI) study [123] developed the necessary
concepts of satellite gravimetry for geodesy purposes. Similar concepts were studied within mission proposals for
space gravitational wave observatories [124, 125]. In the frame of the ESA Cosmic Vision program (M3), the satellite
test of the equivalence principle STE-QUEST was down-selected for a phase A study [6]. The outcome of this study
validated the main concepts for such an operation with a dual-condensed source of Rb isotopes testing the UFF at
the 2 10−15 level. The assessment of the mission was mainly critical towards TRL aspects of parts of the payload
relative to the generation and manipulation of the ultra-cold ensembles. Since then, several of these limitations were
overcome mainly thanks to the developments of national programs in France and Germany.
The ICE (Interfe´rometrie Cohe´rente pour l’Espace) project, funded by CNES is aiming to a WEP test with a dual
species Rb/K atom interferometer on board of parabolic flights of 20 s each. The experiment uses frequency-doubled
telecom lasers to manipulate the atoms [12]. Recently the payload was put on a 3-m microgravity simulator and
produced an all-optical degenerate source of Rb at 35 nK tempreature allowing to explore the relevant weightlessness
times of 400 ms [126].
The DLR-funded consortium QUANTUS (QUANTen Gase Unter Schwerelosigkeit), aimed at developing trans-
portable BEC sources capable of microgavity operation. The miniaturized devices were based on the atom chip
technology on one hand and diode lasers on the other one. Different generations of these machines were operated at
the 100-m high droptower at ZARM (Bremen). The first BEC under microgravity was demonstrated [127] as well as
several key techniques relevant for an atomic UFF test such as seconds-long free expansions or long-time interferome-
ters (675 ms) [10]. Moreover, an advanced version (QUANTUS-2 experiment) demonstrated a metrology-compatible
duty cycle as short as 1.5 s for 105 BEC atoms of 87Rb [119]. The same payload was operating during the catapult
mode at the Bremen droptower for 9 s achieving four complete cycles of BEC experiments in one shot. In view of
a space interferometric test of the equivalence principle, the cold ensembles’ expansion was slowed down using the
delta-kick collimation technique to ultra-low energy levels of few tens pK [103]. This heritage made it possible in 2017
to create the first BEC in space on board of a sounding rocket built and operated by the MAIUS consortium [11].
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During the short microgravity time of 6 min, more than 100 experiments central to matter-wave interferometry, in-
cluding laser cooling and trapping of atoms in the presence of the large accelerations experienced during launch were
executed. The results showed the maturity of miniaturized cold-atom technology for satellite-based implementation
with respect to aspects such as reproducibility and autonomous operation.
In parallel, NASA developed the multi-user BEC facility Cold Atom Lab (CAL) aboard the International Space
Station (ISS) [128]. It provides a persistent orbital laboratory featuring as well a an atom chip-based system designed
to create ultra-cold mixtures and degenerate samples of Rb and K. At the moment several consortia of researchers
including US and German teams are conducting atom optics experiments with 87Rb condensates.
In the next five years, this fast pace bringing precision experiments featuring quantum gases will be kept. The
second sounding rocket mission MAIUS-2 has the target to create quantum mixtures of Rb and K and to perform
more experiments relevant to interferometry. Within the ICE project, the same pair of species will be operated in
interferometric measurement campaigns on parabolic flights. A NASA-DLR joint mission will bring a successor of
CAL (BECCAL) on board of the ISS and is currently under construction. Moreover, recent space-missions such
as LISA-pathfinder [8, 9] and MICROSCOPE [1], provide with a sound heritage on satellite control and drag-free
operation aspects that are significant for an STE-QUEST-like mission.
G. Summary
A dual species atom interferometer in space offers a new approach for testing the universality of free fall, com-
plementary to classical tests. The described scenario builds on heritage which demonstrated atom optics and atom
interferometry on microgravity platforms as parabolic flights, a drop tower, and in space. It anticipates a residual
uncertainty in the Eo¨tvo¨sratio of 10−17 after 18 months of integration.
V. AN ADVANCED MICROSCOPE MISSION
A. Heritage of the MICROSCOPE test of UFF/WEP
MICROSCOPE [129] aimed to test UFF/WEP with an unprecedented uncertainty of 10−15. The T-SAGE (Twin
Space Accelerometers for Gravitation Experiment) scientific payload, provided by ONERA, was integrated within a
CNES micro-satellite. It was launched and injected into a 710 km altitude, circular orbit, by a Soyouz launcher from
Kourou on April 25, 2016. The orbit is sun-synchronous, dawn-dusk (i.e. the ascending node stays at 18 h mean solar
time) in order to have long eclipse-free periods (eclipses are defined as periods within the Earth’s shadow and happen
only between May and July).
1. Description of the experiment
T-SAGE [130] is composed of two parallel similar differential accelerometer instruments, each one with two con-
centric hollow cylindrical test-masses. They are exactly the same, except for the use of different materials for the
test-masses. In one instrument (SUREF) the two test-masses have the same composition, and are made from a
Platinum/Rhodium alloy (90/10). In the other instrument (SUEP) the test-masses have different compositions:
Pt/Rh (90/10) for the inner test-mass and Titanium/Aluminium/Vanadium (90/6/4) (TA6V) for the outer test-mass
(see Table III).
In the spirit, the experiment aims to compare the free fall of several test-masses orbiting the Earth. But, for
practical reasons, the implementation is slightly more sophisticated and rests on two nested control loops.
TABLE III: Main test-mass physical properties measured in the laboratory before integration in the instrument.
Measured SUREF SUREF SUEP SUEP
parameters Inner mass Outer mass Inner mass Outer mass
at 20 oC Pt/Rh Pt/Rh Pt/Rh Ti/Al
Mass in kg 0.401533 1.359813 0.401706 0.300939
Density in g cm−3 19.967 19.980 19.972 4.420
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The first loop is inside the payload T-SAGE constituted by 4 test-masses grouped by pairs in two differential
accelerometers. Each test mass is placed between pairs of electrodes and its motion with respect to its cage fixed
to the satellite is monitored by capacitive sensors. Then, this motion can be controlled at rest by applying the
appropriate electrostatic force calculated by a PID. This means that this electrostatic force compensates all other
forces. In that way, the knowledge of the applied electrostatic potential allows to measure the acceleration
−→
Γ i which
would affect the test-mass with respect to the satellite in absence of the electrostatic force.
Noting
−→
Γ appi the theoretical (modelled) acceleration applied to the mass i and
−→
Γ measi the corresponding measure-
ment by the not perfect instrument, they can be linked by the simplified relation
−→
Γ measi =
−→
K0,i + [Mi]
−→
Γ appi +
−→
Γ ni
where
−→
K0,i is a bias, the matrix [Mi] takes into account the scale factors and the alignment of the test-mass and
−→
Γ ni
is the measurement noise. Introducing the common mode acceleration
−→
Γ appc =
1
2
(−→
Γ app1 +
−→
Γ app2
)
and the differential
mode acceleration
−→
Γ appd =
1
2
(−→
Γ app1 −
−→
Γ app2
)
with equivalent notations for
−→
Γ meas,
−→
K0, [M ] and
−→
Γ n, we get
−→
Γ measd =
−→
K0,d + [Mc]
−→
Γ appd + [Md]
−→
Γ appc +
−→
Γ nd (5.1)
With little algebra we can get an equivalent relation involving
−→
Γ measc instead of
−→
Γ appc :
−→
Γ measd =
−→
K ′0,d + [M
′
c]
−→
Γ appd + [M
′
d]
−→
Γ′measc +
−→
Γ′nd (5.2)
Thus,
−→
Γ measd represents an acceptable measurement of
−→
Γ appd if:
• the bias is very low or well calibrated or the knowledge of the constant part (and very low frequency part) of−→
Γ appd is not mandatory;
• the measurement noise is low enough;
• the terms of the [M ′d] matrix are small and/or well calibrated and the common mode acceleration
−→
Γ measc is small
and/or well-known;
• the matrix[M ′c] is close to identity.
The other major control loop in the MICROSCOPE experiment is included in the Acceleration and Attitude Control
System (AACS) which applies accelerations on the satellite in order to cancel (or at least to considerably reduce),
the level of the common mode measured acceleration
−→
Γ measc . This is achieved by means of very performant cold
gas thrusters. This system also ensures a very accurate control of the pointing as well as the angular velocity and
acceleration based on the measurements of angular position by the stellar sensors and of the angular acceleration by
T-SAGE.
It can be shown [131] than the differential mode acceleration applied when the test-masses are controlled fixed with
respect to the satellite can be written as
−→
Γ appd = δ (2, 1)
−→g (Osat) + ([T ]− [In])−→∆ , (5.3)
where
• −→g (Osat) is the gravity acceleration at the satellite level and δ (2, 1) = mg2mi2 −
mg1
mi1
is a good approximation of
the Eo¨tvo¨s parameter; thus δ (2, 1)−→g (Osat) is the possible EP violation signal we are looking for;
• [T ] is the gravity gradient tensor and [In] is the matrix gradient of inertia which induce an acceleration propor-
tional to the vector
−→
∆ between the centres of the 2 test-masses.
Even if T-SAGE measures the linear acceleration along the 3 axes, the measurement along the X-axis which is also the
axis of the cylindrical test-masses is the most accurate. Thus, in practice we mainly use the above equation projected
on the X-axis. This axis is controlled, thanks to the AACS, parallel to the orbital plane and rotates with a frequency
fspin around the Y-axis orthogonal to the orbital plane. In these conditions the component gX of the gravity, and then
the searched EP signal δ (2, 1) gX , varies with a very stable frequency fEP = forb +fspin where forb is the mean orbital
frequency of the satellite. The components TXX and TXZ of the gravity gradient have magnitudes of about 1.5 10
−6
s−2 and are associated to components ∆X and ∆Z of the off-centerings which can be hardly smaller than 10 µm; this
leads to a differential acceleration from gravity gradients of the order of 10−11 ms−2, much larger than the accuracy
of 8× 10−15 ms−2 targeted for the EP signal. Hopefully, (i) this gravity gradient signal is mainly concentrated at DC
and 2 fEP frequencies, well decorralated from the EP signal and, (ii) the components ∆X and ∆Z can be accurately
estimated in flight and the effect of the gradient can be corrected.
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2. First results
The MICROSCOPE measurements were organised in successive sessions having different goals. The longest sessions
(up to 120 orbital periods, i.e. more than 700 000 s) were dedicated to the EP test. Other shorter sessions (typically 5
orbits) aimed to calibrate or control some characteristics of the experiment. Most of the time the two sensors, SUEP
and SUREF, operated separately: the AACS controlled the common mode of the active sensor while the other sensor,
undergoing larger accelerations due to the gravity gradient, was off.
The results of the analysis of the first EP sessions have been published end of 2017 [1]. One session on SUREF over
62 useful orbits allowed to check that, for this comparison of the free fall of two identical materials, no unexpected
signal was present at the EP frequency; the result for the Eo¨tvo¨s parameter was
δ(Pt,Pt) = [+4± 4(stat)]× 10−15 (1σ statistical uncertainty). (5.4)
Another session on SUEP over 120 orbits led to
δ(Ti,Pt) = [−1± 9(stat)± 9(syst)]× 10−15 (1σ statistical uncertainty). (5.5)
This was already an improvement of one order of magnitude with respect to the best result obtained with the Eo¨twash
experiment [57]. In particular, there was no detection of any EP violation for titanium and platinum at this level of
precision. It was also checked that the AACS and the metrology of the instrument behaved as expected. For example
the estimation of the components of the off-centring between the 2 test-masses of the SUEP were:
∆x = 20.14± 0.05µm, ∆y = −7.4± 0.2µm, ∆z = −5.55± 0.05µm. (5.6)
The MICROSCOPE in orbit mission came to its end in October 2018. Additional scientific data are under validation
and should improve the above result regarding both the statistical error and the level of systematics.
B. Advanced Test of UFF/WEP in space
Taking advantage of the MICROSCOPE mission heritage in paragraph V A, a first return of experience has been
performed in order to list the main error sources or limitation of performance. From that list, an improved concept is
being developed. The objective of an advanced MICROSCOPE mission is to achieved a performance of 10−17 on the
test of UFF/WEP, that’s to say 100 times better than the former MICROSCOPE objective [1]. If the orbit is selected
to the one of MICROSCOPE, this performance turns into a requirement of the accelerometric measurement resolution
to 8 × 10−17m s−2 at EP measurement frequency, fEP . If we consider (see below) an increased integration time of
480 orbits, the level of stochastic noise should be limited to about 10−13m s−2Hz−1/2 when discarding systematics,
and 5 times better if the specification has to be split between systematic and stochastic errors with some margins.
This specifications could be relaxed if several sessions of 480 orbits are performed. But we consider here to obtain
the performance only on one session.
Others drivers to the mission definition are considered in order to enable more science than the Equivalence Principle
test alone.
1. Drivers from MICROSCOPE experience
The accelerometers of MICROSCOPE are processed by pair in order to extract the eventual EP violation in the
difference of acceleration of two test-masses (section V A). In the paper [1], the measurement of the acceleration
difference shows a noise of 0.5×10−10 m s−2 Hz−1/2 at fEP=3×10−3 Hz. The other pair of test-masses (PtRh/PtRh)
was better by a factor 5. This means that the instrument noise limited the performance of the experiment to the EP
parameter to 2 × 10−15 over an integration time of about 1800 orbits (the total number of science orbits during the
mission) for the pair of test-masses (TiAl/PtRh).
The source of stochastic noise was mainly attributed to the gold wire which connects electrically the test-mass to
a very stable reference voltage (Fig. 4). The gold wire has a 7µm diameter and ∼ 25mm length. The mechanical
stiffness, k, of the wire induces also a damping that is seen as a noise with frequency dependency f−1/2. This noise
varies like k1/2 where the stiffness k is proportional to D4/L3 for a wire of diameter D and length L. We consider here
a stiffness due only to the mechanical flexion of the wire (that implies some constraints to the integration process).
To reduce the noise by a factor 1000, the length should be increased by a factor 100 or the diameter reduced by a
factor 33. In both cases, it appears far from what is technologically feasible today. A discharging device like the one
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FIG. 4: Noise of the MICROSCOPE instrument with keys to improvement
foreseen for LISA [8] is under study and may suppress this limitation.
At this lower level of resolution, others sources of stochastic noise, not dominant on MICROSCOPE, could appear:
• Differential contact potentials [133] have to be considered in an advanced MICROSCOPE mission. In MICRO-
SCOPE the corresponding error budget gives an evaluation of 2×10−13m s−2Hz−1/2. To reduce the effect of the
contact potential over 480 orbits by a needed factor of 10, the gaps between the test-mass and the environment
should be increased by a factor 10−1/3 ' 2 as the effect is inversely proportional to the power 3 of the distance.
This implies a reduction of control range by a factor 4 and an increase of the free-motion of the test-mass by a
factor 2 as the stops limiting the free-motion should be taken away from the test-masses. This constraint can
be handled.
• The cracking of the Multi Layer Insulator of the satellite generates acceleration peaks with frequency occurrences
higher than 0.01 Hz. This is a common mode signal that is removed in the case of MICROSCOPE with
the matching of the scale factors. The effect of the aliasing of this effect was evaluated to be negligible in
the measurement bandwidth. However in an advanced version of the mission, one would like to increase the
frequency of measurement and this effect should be considered properly in the design of the satellite. A stiffer
structure may be a solution like the one selected for the ESA GOCE mission [134].
In addition to the stochastic noise, there is also the systematic errors. MICROSCOPE shows that by increasing
the rotation of the satellite (to get a higher measurement frequency), the temperature stability becomes much better.
The measurement read-out is based on digital electronics. In MICROSCOPE the core of the digital servo-loop was
performed with a DSP which calculates in 40bits accuracy and stores data in 32bits. It was shown that a peculiar
attention has to be paid in the digital channel. If two orders of magnitude better is required that means at least
an additional 7bits at all levels. Other systematic errors may be improved like the star sensor noise or the drag-
free control but with one order of magnitude as the resulting performance is well achieved in MICROSCOPE. The
operational process has also to be improved. In MICROSCOPE, the science sessions are limited to 120 orbits because
the flight parameters of the satellite have to be adjusted every 15 days. The operation of an advanced mission should
rely on longer sessions of e.g. 480 orbits instead of 120 to gain a direct factor 2 by the integration time only. An other
operational limitation comes from the Moon that is dazzling the star sensor border once a month. Thus, the satellite
has to be depointed in order to keep safe the SST control. This depointing induces thermal condition changes not
compatible with the science requirements. Additional star sensors on the satellite in order to prevent a depointing of
the satellite should be considered.
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FIG. 5: Drawing of the 3 concentric test-masses (in grey) surrounded by the electrode of control (coloured parts).
2. New concept for an advanced MICROSCOPE mission
In order to improve the performance, some parameters of the instrument have to be changed as listed in the previous
paragraph. The core of the instrument could comprise 3 concentric test-masses as depicted on Fig. 5. The choice of
the materials has to be established in relation to theoretical considerations [27, 37]. The choice of 3 different materials
or of 2 identical materials within the 3 test-masses has to be evaluated. The advantage of 3 concentric test-masses
is the ability to perform the drag-free control on the 3 test-masses at the same time and thus to realise two EP test
with 2 pairs of material simultaneously. The comparison of the two results can be useful to improve the accuracy of
the test and the rejection of common systematic errors. That was not possible on MICROSCOPE as the 2 pairs of
material could not work simultaneously with the drag-free on both.
The principle of operation remains the same at the beginning of the test-mass control. A capacitive detector
measures the test-mass motion. Then the information is taken into account by a digital servo loop controller that
calculates the voltages necessary to apply to the electrodes in order to maintain the test-masses motionless. The
applied voltages are representative of the acceleration measurement (see paragraph V A). This is the basic principle
of the electrostatic accelerometer.
Achieving a 10−17 means also improving the calibration process. In MICROSCOPE, the calibration was performed
in inertial pointing which was not the nominal mode for the EP test. It was verified that the calibrated parameters
allowed to reduced the common mode in all rotating configuration of the satellite. In an advanced mission, the
calibration should be performed in inertial pointing and in rotating mode. The effect of the gravity gradient induced
by the test-mass miss-centring should be negligible with a rotating spacecraft: in this case the EP signal and the
gravity gradient are well decorrelated. The effect of the attitude motion has to be considered. With the electrostatic
accelerometer it is possible to correct the in flight miss-centring after calibration by biasing the capacitive sensor. But
the operation of the capacitive sensor out of the zero position induces larger sensitivity to temperature. To cope with
this effect, it is proposed to use an interferometer position sensing in the servo-loop in science mode as performed in
LISA [132] with the test-mass cantered. This has several advantages:
• improvement of the acceleration noise at frequency higher than 0.01Hz,
• suppression of the coupling in the loop between the electrostatic command and detection,
• possibility to cancel the inertial motion effects (relaxation of miss-centring and attitude motion requirements),
• possibility to perform a direct optical differential measurement between two test-masses.
As already mentioned, the test-mass charge has to be controlled by a discharging device. The example of LISA-
Pathfinder or LISA gives a driver to the definition. However, in ONERA another option is under study and may
enable a continuous discharge system.
To improve the measurement read-out, a new architecture of the digital controller has to be designed as the
MICROSCOPE one is not compatible:
• The calculation has to be performed over 64 bits;
• The operation frequency loop of 1027Hz in MICROSCOPE has to be re-considered with respect to the sampling
frequency and the servo-loop bandwidth;
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• The operation frequency loop should be selected as a multiple of the sampling frequency and as a multiple of
the satellite clock. This could minimise the risk of loosing performance in the averaging process of the 1027Hz
data.
Extrapolating the MICROSCOPE figures, the sensor with the optical readout may have a volume of 50L, a mass
of 50kg and a power consumption of 50W.
In order to extend the experimentation, and improve the performance in the low frequency range, an hybridisation
of the electrostatic accelerometer with an atomic interferometer could be envisaged. The objective is to eliminate the
long term drift that was estimated by a polynomial in the case of MICROSCOPE but that could be improved by an
in-situ accelerometric measurement with cold atoms. This technology is under study and tested within the frame of
an ESA gradiometer. In spite of the increased complexity, cold atoms may bring absolute scale factor determination
of the electrostatic accelerometer. The optical readout can share the laser source with the atomic interferometer. The
budget is not established but may be larger than the simple configuration instrument.
3. Advanced MICROSCOPE additional science to be tested
The science to be tested is mainly the test of the Equivalence Principle. The test of the Lorentz symmetry could
be notably improved as it was already done with MICROSCOPE [71]. The study of a Chameleon fifth force is under
evaluation in MICROSCOPE but should lead into recommendation to improve the sensitivity [135] that could be
considered in the future mission. The addition of an optical position sensor could help in testing the Casimir effect
by taking advantage of the capability of the electrostatic device to move the test mass accurately with a particular
pattern [136]. The use of cold atoms can extend the possible science to be tested:
• The comparison between macroscopic mass and quantum mass for an EP test;
• Some tests of ‘big G’ measurement with atoms are described in [137]. In the advanced mission, the 3 macroscopic
masses can delivered a gravitational signal at a particular frequency that could improve the noise signal ratio;
• Gradiometry experiment can also be undertaken with the cold atoms helped by the macroscopic test-mass
calibrated motion. In this last case, the test-masses can be used either to cancel local gravity gradients or to
generate a calibrated gravity gradient.
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